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Section 5. Section 6 gives the experiments that were conducted using the model. The last two sections describe the
results obtained and the run lengths.

ABSTRACT
300 mm semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities, like conventional semiconductor fabs, contain many different types
of tools. In this paper we discuss a realistic way of representing cluster tools in a simulation model of the entire line. A
more realistic representation of cluster tools results in greater
accuracy in the output of the simulation model.
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ADVANTAGES OF CLUSTER
TOOL MODELING

The representation of cluster tools in the simulation model
requires substantially more data than the original representation, but provides a much more realist version of processing. Modeling of cluster tools provides the ability to
represent each process on a cluster tool with great accuracy. Many cluster tools do not perform similar operations
on every chamber. Moreover different chambers may be
used during different steps in the route depending on the
mask level. Modeling different chamber types on a cluster
tool assists in identifying specific bottleneck processes on
a cluster tool. The traditional way of modeling cluster tools
in a simulation is by modeling the bottleneck chamber on
the cluster tool. This can lead to flawed statistics, like average processing time, where the time spent by the wafer
in non-bottleneck chambers is not accounted for in serial
cluster tools.

INTRODUCTION

A semiconductor wafer fabrication line is a very complicated system with many tools and products. The products
travel through the same tool groups repetitively using reentrant flows. Attempts to model this type of system with a
spreadsheet do not capture all of the complexities in a
semiconductor line. We have been modeling a 300 mm
line for more than six years using simulation models to
represent a realistic view of the system (Campbell and Laitinen, 1997; Campbell and Norman, 1998; Campbell and
Norman, 1999; Campbell, Rohan, and MacNair, 1999;
Shikalgar, Fronckowiak, and MacNair, 2002; Norman, and
Barksdale, 1999).
Semiconductor lines use tools called cluster tools.
Cluster tools contain multiple chambers with one or more
robots moving wafers through the chambers. A number of
people have studied cluster tools (Dummler, 1999; Govind,
and Fonckowiak, 2003; Koehler, Wulf, Bruska, and
Sepanen, 1999; LeBaron and Hendrickson, 2000; LeBaron, and Pool, 1994). The 300 mm model, which this
paper is based upon, represents the entire fabrication processing of a wafer. It contains hundreds of tools, more then
50 product flows, reticles, operators, tool down times,
scheduled preventive maintenance times, and other complexities found in the system. We have incorporated an accurate presentation of cluster tools in the model.
In Section 2 the advantage of modeling cluster tools is
discussed. Section 3 describes the model details. In Section
4 the functioning of the model is discussed. The data collection necessary to represent cluster tools is discussed in
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MODEL DETAILS

The simulation model was built with simulation tools from
Brooks Automation, including AutoSched AP and
AutoMod. The original simulation models that were
built had three types of tools: wafer by wafer, batch, and
pipeline. Wafer by wafer tool processing includes the fixed
time for the entire lot, as well as time for each wafer. Batch
tools accumulate lots into a batch, and process the batch of
lots together. Pipeline tools process batches of lots in a sequence of tanks. This is used to model wet benches. The
three types of tools described above do not capture the
processing complexity at many of the tools in the fab.
Brooks Automation provides a semiconductor extension,
which more accurately represents chamber tools and wet
benches (Brooks Automation, Inc., AutoSimulations Divi-
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sion, 2001). It allows the definition of cluster tools, chambers, robots, and cluster tool routes. Cluster tools contain
multiple chambers, and the cluster tool routes allow you to
specify the order in which the chambers are used. Different
products and different steps of the same product can move
through the chambers in different orders. Many wet
benches have the additional complexity that more than one
lot can be batched and processed as a unit through the
tools. The standard functioning of the semiconductor extension was changed to accommodate the requirement for
batching lots at cluster tools.
Different types of tools are represented as cluster tools
in the model, for example, photolithography, plasma etchers, strippers, wet chemical cleans, platers, rapid thermal
processing, chemical vapor deposition, and chemical mechanical polishing. Modeling of a wide range of cluster
tools necessitated further classification to account for various processing differences. The modeled cluster tools are
classified into the following subcategories:
Parallel Processing Cluster Tools: These are cluster
tools that have one or more chambers on them that perform
similar operations. A wafer that is processed on these cluster tools is required to visit only one chamber on the cluster tool. For example, a strip tool can have more than one
strip chamber that performs the same operation on a wafer.
Serial Processing Cluster Tools: These are cluster
tools with more than one chamber type. A wafer is transported from one chamber type to the other using a wafer
handler robot. A wafer is required to visit all chamber
types on the cluster tool to successfully complete the operation. A photolithography tool is an example of this type
of cluster tool. The different stages on the track and the
scanner of a photolithography tool are modeled individually as chambers.
Batch Processing Cluster Tools: The chambers for
these types of cluster tools can combine more than one lot
to form a batch. The batch moves through the cluster tool
as a single entity until it has finished processing. This is
mainly used to model wet benches where each tank in a
wet bench is modeled as a chamber.
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DATA COLLECTION

The data representing the cluster tools in the model is updated in two separate spreadsheets. The first spreadsheet
consists of tool specific information such as tool id, number of chambers, and type of each chamber. The second
spreadsheet consists of subroute specific information for
each step that the cluster tool is used in the route. Subroute
specific information consists of the chamber type used and
the processing time for each wafer or batch. Subroutes are
defined for each operation for each cluster tool.
Operation and tool specific data can change periodically depending on new processes on a tool, new chambers
added to an existing tool or a new cluster tool added to the
model. An external program is used to transform the data
in the spreadsheet, to a format that is readable by the simulation model.
6

EXPERIMENTS

Different types of experiments were performed with the
cluster tool representation that is discussed above. Originally the experiments were used to help make strategic design decisions for the line. This started before the line was
built and in production. Experiments have been conducted
on the ramp up phase of the fab, as well as the full production environment. The model has also been used to make
operational decisions for the daily working of the fab.
Experiments were also conducted to articulate the differences between a cluster tool and a non-cluster tool
model. A non-cluster tool model was developed using the
same parameters from the cluster tool model except that all
chamber and subroute information was removed from the
model. Comparisons of fab parameters like average cycle
time, average WIP and throughput illustrate significant
changes to the representation of the fab. Additionally the
effect of each type of cluster tool, defined in Section 3, is
summarized to quantify the impact to overall raw process
time and cycle time.
7

MODEL FUNCTIONING

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The two models were run for the same time period with
the same number of tools, products and the same wafer
start profile. As shown in Figure 1, the non-cluster tool
model showed a significant difference in the average
WIP in the fab.
Correspondingly the average cycle time for the fab is
longer and the average throughput of the fab is lower as
shown in Figure 2.

Cluster tools are defined in the station file of the simulation model. A subroute needs to be defined for each operation that a cluster tool is qualified for. A subroute is a sequence of chamber types within the cluster tool that define
the path for processing a wafer. When a lot reaches a step
in its route that requires a cluster tool, it is pushed onto a
subroute that is defined for the step. The lot is held at the
step until all the wafers complete processing through the
cluster tool.
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Figure 3 shows that the number of modeled cluster
tools, of a particular type, influences the processing time of
the fab. The processing time for parallel cluster tools is
lower in the cluster tool model since the cluster tool model
distributes the wafers in a lot to available parallel chambers on a cluster tool. The serial cluster tools have a lower
processing time in the non-cluster tool model since the lot
processing times in the non-bottleneck chambers is not accounted for. This shows that a non-cluster tool model of a
fab would have inaccurate processing times and hence inaccurate cycle times.

NonCluster
Cluster
Tool Model Tool Model

Comparison of Average WIP

Average WIP
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Figure 1: Comparison of Average WIP

The run lengths of the model vary with the number of wafer
starts per day and with congestion in the model. If the bottleneck tool has more than 10% idle time, a warm-up of 40 days
and a steady state phase of 80 days provides sufficient accuracy. If the bottleneck tool has between 5% and 10% idle
time, a warm-up run of 100 days and a steady state of 300
days is required. If the bottleneck tool has less than 5% idle
time, a very long run may be required to obtain accurate results. Many of the runs take between four and five hours for
the cluster tool representation of the model.
The non-cluster tool model, however, runs considerably faster than the cluster tool model. Less data and lower
computation required for a non-cluster tool model results
in faster run times.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Average Cycle Time and
Throughput
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SUMMARY

The processing that takes place at many of the tools in a
300 mm wafer fabrication line is complicated and not easily captured by a traditional approach. A more realistic representation of modeling cluster tools has been discussed.
This representation provides greater accuracy in the results. Also, not modeling cluster tools may lead to misleading results and erroneous conclusions.

These differences can be attributed to different processing
times on each cluster tool. Depending on the type of cluster tool, the processing time shows a significant difference,
as seen in Figure 3.
Comparison of Processing Time
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